FORM ICH-09
REQUEST BY A NON-GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATION TO BE ACCREDITED TO PROVIDE
ADVISORY SERVICES TO THE COMMITTEE
1. Name of the organization
Please provide the full official name of the organization, in its original language as well as in
French and/or English.

ΠΕΛΟΠΟΝΝΗΙΑΚΟ ΛΑΟΓΡΑΦΙΚΟ ΙΔΡΥΜΑ
PELOPONNESIAN FOLKLORE FOUNDATION
2. Address of the organization
Please provide the complete postal address of the organization, as well as additional contact
information such as its telephone or fax numbers, e-mail address, website, etc.. This should be
the postal address where the organization carries out its business, regardless of where it may be
legally domiciled (see item 8).

1, VAS. ALEXANDROU ST., 21100 NAFPLlO, GREECE,
TEL. 27520 28947, FAX. 272520 27960, E-MAIL. pff@otenet.gr, www.pli.gr
3. Country or countries in which the organization is active
Please identify the country(ies) in which the organization actively operates. If it operates entirely
within one country, please indicate which country. If its activities are international, please indicate
whether it operates globally or in one or more regions, and please list the primary countries in
which it carries out activities

national
international (please specify: )
worldwide
Africa
Arab States
Asia & the Pacific
Europe & North America
Latin America & the Caribbean
Please list the primary country(ies) where it is active:
Greece, Cyprus, UK, France, Italy, Norway, Sweden
4. Date of its founding or approximate duration of its existence
Please state when the organization came into existence.

1974
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5. Objectives of the organization
Please describe the objectives for which the organization was established, which should be “in
conformity with the spirit of the Convention” (Criterion C). If the organization’s primary objectives
are other than safeguarding intangible cultural heritage, please explain how its safeguarding
objectives relate to those larger objectives.
Not to exceed 350 words; do not attach additional information

The Peloponnesian Folklore Foundation "V. Papantoniou" (PFF) has been compiling,
arranging, preserving and publishing different elements of the Greek and foreign folk
culture which is an important part of the intangible cultural heritage. The foundation
wishes to stress the connection between anthropology and cultural studies, in order to
project the aspects of contemporary social reality. A collection involves things, but the
actual process of collecting presents relationships, between people as subjects, and
between things as objects. So we come to the fact that the things we choose to collect
represent our perspective of what is important to be maintained for the next generations.
The operation of the PFF is beneficial on different levels and this reflects its varying
goals. First, among the museum/s main goals is recording, the study of contemporary
Greek culture in all its expressions, and the contribution to the scientific community
through grants, publications and exhibitions. Another goal is the influence of the broad
public through efforts to promote the importance of the documentation of folk culture.
This field comprises of two sections, the first being the local community that gradually
understands the importance of the historical and ethnological artefacts that could be
donated to the museum, so that they are safeguarded for the next generations. The
contribution of the local community can be separated in two equally important sectors,
the objects and their experiences provided as oral testimonies. The second section
concerns visitors, Greek as well as foreign, who experience the local heritage in a simple
and interesting way during their free time. Additionally, one of the Foundation goals is
training its personnel on subjects relevant to its collections. The most important
contribution is its educational role that will help future generations to experience,
evaluate, maintain, and finally enjoy their very own cultural heritage.
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6. The organization’s activities in the field of safeguarding intangible cultural
heritage
Items 6.a. to 6.c. are the primary place to establish that the NGO satisfies the criterion of having
“proven competence, expertise and experience in safeguarding (as defined in Article 2.3 of the
Convention) intangible cultural heritage belonging, inter alia, to one or more specific domains”
(Criterion A).

6.a. Domain(s) in which the organization is active
Please check one or more boxes to indicate the primary domains in which the organization is
most active. If its activities involve domains other than those listed, please check “other domains”
and indicate which domains are concerned.

oral traditions and expressions
performing arts
social practices, rituals and festive events
knowledge and practices concerning nature and the universe
traditional craftsmanship
other domains - please specify:
Historical evolution of costume, its social economical and other aspects. Music & Dance
as functions, pre-industrial technology, textile conservation as well as the connection
between children, games and toys.
6.b. Primary safeguarding activities in which the organization is involved
Please check one or more boxes to indicate the organization’s primary safeguarding activities. If
its activities involve safeguarding measures not listed here, please check “other safeguarding
measures” and specify which ones are concerned

identification, documentation, research (including inventory-making)
preservation, protection
promotion, enhancement
transmission, formal or non-formal education
revitalization
other safeguarding measures - please specify:
Field work, documentation
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6.c. Description of the organization’s activities
Organizations requesting accreditation should briefly describe their recent activities and their
relevant experience in safeguarding intangible cultural heritage. Please provide information on
the personnel and membership of the organization, describe their competence and expertise in
the domain of intangible cultural heritage and explain how they acquired such competence.
Documentation of such activities and competences may be submitted, if necessary, under item
8.c. below.
Not to exceed 750 words; do not attach additional information

Research Center:
The PFF's programmes of scientific activities include projects being conducted
throughout Greece with the objective of recording and studying the folk culture, costume,
music and dance, pre-industrial technology, children and children/s toys.
National Traditional Costume Archives:
In 1989 the PFF in collaboration with the Museum of Greek Folk Art as part of the
Ministry of Culture set up a research team, which, in the same year, started a pilot
project on the study of the particular features of costumes in the border areas of Epirus.
The main goal of this collaboration was to establish a data bank and a research center.
Photographic Archives:
The photo and sound archives cover mainly all field work carried out by the PFF.
Collections Department - "The Aristeides programme”:
The foundation/s collections now number over 27,000 artifacts, covering all fields of
study relating to contemporary Greek culture with emphasis on ethnography, fashion,
and children.
In order to improve the management of the collections, the "Aristeides”
programme for electronic documentation was created and designed from the outset on
the basis of the expertise of the Peloponnesian Folklore Foundation.
The Library:
The library focuses mainly on museology, ethnology, costume study, theatre and the
child as well as history and art. Today, it has 10.250 book titles and 250 periodicals.
"Stathmos” The Children’s Museum:
In October 1989, the PFF opened the first in Greece museum devoted to childhood. The
museum, housed in the old railway station in Nafplion, consists of the old train depot and
the station platform granted to the PFF by the Municipality of Nafplion. A part of the PFF
collections related specifically to children is displayed and its educational programmes
are aimed at: a) schools and organized groups, and b) the children of the Argolide.
Conservation Center:
In April 2000 the PFF started a Conservation Centre at Plapouta &Riga Palamidi street
in Nafplion. It was donated by the "Stavros S. Niarchos" Foundation. The PFF was the
first institution in Greece to establish a textile conservation department - since 1975.
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7. Its experiences cooperating with communities, groups and intangible cultural
heritage practitioners
The Committee will evaluate whether NGOs requesting accreditation “cooperate in a spirit of
mutual respect with communities, groups and, where appropriate, individuals that create,
maintain and transmit intangible cultural heritage” (Criterion D). Please briefly describe such
experiences here.
Not to exceed 350 words; do not attach additional information

The PFF has organized many exhibitions in Greece and abroad, trying to maintain and
transmit intangible cultural heritage. The most important of which are the following:
• Nafplion 1981, the exhibition devoted to the production, elaboration and use of natural
fibres in Greece mid 19th to mid 20th c. was the starting point of the interest in
museology shown by all the small and many of the large museums in Greece. the pff
won the European museum of the year main award (EMYA) for that exhibition.
• Brussels 1982, Europalia - "Three cycles of Iife”
• Athens 1985, Athens cultural capital of Europe, "Greek costumes and jewellery, past
and present”
• Dallas, Texas 1990, Salute to Greece (year devoted to Greece), "Greek Costumes"
•Dallas, Texas 1990, Salute to Greece (year devoted to Greece), "Children's
drawings/Karagiozis”
• Athens 2004, Cultural Olympiad, "Ptychoseis = Folds + Pleats, Drapery from Ancient
Greek Dress to 21st Century Fashion”
• Nafplion 2006, permanent exhibition, "The Greek Town, Nafplion 1822-1922"
• Nicosia, Cyprus, act. 2007 - Jan. 2008, "From Nafplion to Nicosia, The Collections of
the PFF”, Leventis Municipal Museum
• Nicosia, Cyprus, act. 2007, "6 Universal Greek Fashion Designers”
• Limassol, Cyprus, Dec. 2007 - Jan. 2008, "TO DRESS” Towards a Costume Culture
Museum, Evagoras Lanitis Center.
The PFF publishes two original scientific journals, Ethnographica and Endymatologica as
well as other publications that were connected with local communities and tried to
maintain and transmit intangible cultural heritage. (see enclosed list of publications)
As a member of the International Council of Museums (ICOM), the PFF has organized
the following conferences and meetings.
1. Meeting of the Work Group of the ICOM Costume Committee (1981).
2. Museums and School (1981).
3. Meeting of the ICOM Costume Committee held as part of the celebrations of the tenth
anniversary of the foundation of the PFF.
4. Meeting of the International Committee for Education &Cultural Action (CECA) (1988),
organized jointly with the Greek Section of ICOM.
5. Three-day seminar devoted to Museum and School for teachers in the Argolid (April
1990), organised jointly with the Ministry of Education, the Greek Section of ICOM, and
the British Council.
6. Meeting of the ICOM International Documentation Committee (CIDOC) (annual
meeting) (October 1990), organised jointly with the Greek Section of ICOM).
7. 17th symposium of the ICTM, International Council of Traditional Music, Work Group,
jointly organized with the ICTM Experts in Ethnic Dance International Work Group.
8. 53rd annual meeting of the ICOM International Committee on Costume (1999).
The PFF experiences, cooperating with communities, groups and intangible cultural
heritage practitioners, resulted of a research project that ran over the whole of Greece.
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Its aim was the documentation and study of folk culture, music and dance, pre-industrial
technology and children games. The results of the research were published in the
special scientific journals “Ethnographica” and “Endymatologica”. The “Essai sur la
chanson populaire Grecque” by the distinguished Ethnomusicologist Samuel Baud-Bovy,
was published with an introduction by Fivos Anoyianakis, while a double LP with music
from South Italy and Sicily, was released as the result of a research project carried out
by Lambros Liavas and Nicos Dionysopoulos. The research project in Cyprus was
presented in a box set of 7 LPs and a textbook. Music supervision was made by the
ethnomusicologist Fivos Anoyianakis. The whole research project was prepared by
Alecos Iacovides. Exhibitions aim to maintain and transmit intangible heritage. (Brussels,
EUROPALIA, Three cycles of life, Dallas, Texas, Salute to Greece, Children’s
drawings/Karagiozis, Nafplion, The Production, Elaboration and Use of Natural Fibres in
Greece, Athens, Athens Cultural Capital of Greece, Greek Costumes and Jewellery, past
and present etc.)
Objects and artifacts are also considered parts of the intangible heritage when
associated with those communities which recognize them as part of their cultural
heritage. The PFF collections comprise objects associated with birth, christening, school
puppet and shadow puppet (“karaghiozi”) figures, toys, costumes, as well as the fine art,
design and engravings. The aim of this collection was to compile information about
currently active oral history projects focused on objects, artefacts or projects including an
oral history element. As the acquisition of items is made on a personal level, the
complete fashion collections by Yiannis Tseklenis, the Fani Kazes collection of dolls in
Greek local costume, the Yiannis Metsis archives and the history archive of Takis
Mavros are among an individual’s most intimate possessions.
The PFF does not focus on performing arts; however in 2006 the PFF decided to
decorate the internal of “Stathmos” (childhood museum) with the artwork of children
under the guidelines of artists. The PFF also focused on the revival of social practices,
rituals and festive events. Initially the programs included Greek dance lessons
presented by locals to perform the acquaintance with the Greek Folk Music and
traditional dress. Additionally, adults and children participated in games and pastimes.
Then, the activities extended to the folk festivities: carols and bread-making at
Christmas, maypole dancing and flying kites at Carnival, baskets with eggs and small
ring-shaped biscuits at Easter etc. Finally the PFF collaborated with traditional
craftsmen like the Shadow Puppet Theatre players Michopoulos and Yiannis Kokkoris.
This intangible cultural heritage, transmitted from generation to generation, is constantly
recreated by communities and groups in response to their environment; it provides them
with a sense of identity and continuity.
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8. Documentation of the operational capacities of the organization
The Operational Directives (paragraph 94) require that an organization requesting accreditation
shall submit documentation proving that it possesses the operational capacities listed under
Criterion E. Such supporting documents may take various forms, in light of the diverse legal
regimes in effect in different States. Submitted documents should be translated into French or
English whenever possible if the originals are in another language. Please identify supporting
documents clearly with the item (8.a, 8.b or 8.c) to which they refer.

8.a. Membership and personnel
Proof of the participation of the membership of the organization, as requested under Criterion E
(i), may take diverse forms such as a list of directors, list of personnel and statistical information
on the quantity and categories of members; a complete membership roster usually need not be
submitted.
Please attach supporting documents.

8.b. Recognized legal personality
If the organization has a charter, articles of incorporation, by-laws or similar establishing
document, a copy should be attached. If, under the applicable domestic law, the organization has
a legal personality recognized through some means other than an establishing document (for
instance, through a published notice in an official gazette or journal), please provide
documentation showing how that legal personality was established.
Please attach supporting documents.

8.c. Duration of existence and activities
If it is not already clearly indicated from the documentation provided for item 8.b, please submit
documentation proving that the organization has existed for at least four years at the time it
requests accreditation. Please provide documentation showing that it has carried out appropriate
safeguarding activities during that time, including those described above in item 6.c.
Supplementary materials such as books, CDs or DVDs, or similar publications cannot be taken
into consideration and should not be submitted.
Please attach supporting documents.

9. Contact person for correspondence
Provide the complete name, address and other contact information of the person responsible for
correspondence concerning this request. If an e-mail address cannot be provided, the information
should include a fax number.

IONNA PAPANTONIOU
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10. Signature
The application must include the name and signature of the person empowered to sign it on
behalf of the organization requesting accreditation. Requests without a signature cannot be
considered.

Name:
Title:
Date:
Signature:<Signed>
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OF
-BO,C\RD
-.-

DIRECTORS

Ioanna Papantoniou, Cosi:ume & Stage designer, - President (1974).
Dia'nitris Ephraimoglo\~,Director of the Foundation of the Hellenic World,
Ifice-president (1997).
4:
Virginia Mat!;eli, P,rchaeotlogist, Ministry of Culture, Secretary (1982).
*:
l3ionysis Kritikos, Civil Engineer, - Treasurer (2002).
4:
Mar\/ Miichailidou, Art Historian, Ministry of Culture - Member (1992).
*c
Dr. Ioannis Zervas, Pr-tr~fessorat the Athens University - Member
(11986)
*
Ilias Spiltounias, Directclr of the Cultural Centre of the Hellenic World
-- Member 200%.
1:

:

The following have also served as members of the Board of Directors.
M. Barbarigou (1974-198:2) - Member of the Hellenic Folklore Research
Center, Academy of Athens.
#:
.+Poppy Zora (1974-1982) - ex-Director of the Museum of Greek Folk
*c

AI t

.c- Georgia Tarsouli (1974.-1982) - Author
.t Angelos T'erzakis (197'4-1975) - Author
#:
+ Phivols Anoyianakis (1974-1995) - Music critic, Ethnomusicologist
1:
Dr. Niikiphoros Diarnandic~uros,European Ombudsman
1:
Dr. Dimosthenis Agraphiatis (1982-1986) - Dean of the National School
0%Publiic Health
*:
Lefteris Deandakis (1986-1992) - Artistic Director of Lykion ton
Hellinidon.
*:
Angeliki Kosmopoulou (1997-2002) - Archaeologist, Director of the
C:ult:ural Centre of the Heller~icLVorld - Member 2002.
4:

$C

Researc:her,
Kanellos Kanellopoulos
Secretariat - Libraly,
Asirr~inaValasa ki
P/luc;eurn collecticrris, audio-visual archive
Angeliki Roumelioti
Docum~entationof museurn collc;ctions, Aristeides Programme
Maria Papadopoulou
Other scientific employee, Stella Psatha
Educational Programmes, Popy Zachou-Kalkounou
Giccountant
Yiorgos Patrinos
Shop
Niki Skouteri
C:ustodians
Vasili ki Ragava
Panayistis -bhomopoulos
Efthirnios Paivanas
National Archive of Traditional Costume
Xenla Politou
Extiibitions
Starnatis Zannos
Nikos Korolis

